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The present situation and the future trend in the field of wire enamels i« dat- 

cribed.   Following tfca rewiromonts of the enamelling and electrical industry to rt- 

duce the numerous typos of various wire «nomele an attempt is made to give aa outlook 

on tue possibility of developing a universal wire anmel.    The crowded field of wira 

enástela can be roughly divided into in—lief or electronic applications and enamel • fer 

•olor application«. 

The fie^d of electronics (television   radio applications, tel communications eta.) 

ia dominated by Polyurethane «namels.   The possibility of a direct soldering of the 

Polyurethane enamelled wires means great baviags in terme of tima and oost for thes« 

industriel which handle mil lion« of soldering pointa in production lin« operation»        aJ 

every day.   Hew types of Polyurethane enamels with improved aolderability union allow 

higher enamelling speed - up to 600 «/minute and faster - and ara espacially developed 

for fine wires art discussed« 

Design and performance criteria during the past few years have placad ever-inor«a- 

aing demands on the physical    electrical and thermal capabilities of electrical insu- 

lating materials in electrical motors.   The families of aromatic oolyimides   polyamid- 

imidea, polyeaterimides and polyhydantoina offer an overall balance of these properties 

\J The views and opinions expressed in this paner are those of the author and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of URIDO. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Varnishes and enamels of differing composition have for decades 
played a substantial role in the various sectors of electrical 
engineering. Despite its very low proportion of the total weight 
of an electrical machine,  the Insulation of a motor winding, for 
instance, is of primary importance. The percentage of the wire 
insulation of the weight and volume or an electric motor can be con- 
sidered inversely proportional to its significance. 

the insulation of the enamelled wire is *till applied from an 
enamel solution on specially designed machinery, using an appro- 
priate application device. Until about 20 years ago, oleoresinous 
and polyviitylaeetel based enamels were the basis of wire enamelling. 
fti the meantime, miniaturisation and higher service temperatures 
have led to the development of a wide variety of enamels. To the 
layman, this variety of existing wire enamels and enamelled wires 
must to« bewildering. - are ail of these materials really needed! 

The eleo tri cal industry ha* been demanding the universal wire 
enamel, which satisfies all requirements posed for the mechanical, 
electrical and thermal properties. However, this material will 
continue to be a wish-dream, st least in the near future. Never- 
theless, there is indication of a trena toward reducing the great 
variety of widely differing «ire enamels by selecting materials 
wisely under the aspeots of Quality an«   effioieney. 

ftaa Meter of wire enamels esa be roughly subdivided into materials 
for eleotronio équipaient and materials for eleotrio motors. »Hile 
the eleetronios sector (television, radio, telecommunications, etc.) 
•altes exclusive use of Polyurethane enamels it is polyester imi de, 
polyamide laide and polyhydantoin based wire enamels which seem to 
be the preferred materials out of a variety of new developments 
for motor construction. 
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IT.   POLYURETHANE ENAMELS FOR  THE ELECTRONICS  SECTOR 

1.  General 

The development of the Polyurethane wire enamels by Piyer AG 

Introduced new aspects especially for mass production in the 

electronics sectorj for the fact that the Polyurethane bonds are 

split up at high temperatures permits polyurethane-enamelled 
wires to be tinned without prior removal of the insulating coat 

(either mechanically or by means of solvent). This fact, whioh is 

extremely favourable for rationalizing production processes, has 

opened up a wide range of applications for polyurethanes. Apart 

from the advantage of direct tinning, polyurethane wire enamels 

are notable for outstanding mechanical properties and excellent 

electric and dieleotrio data. The good resistance of these wires 

to humid atmospheres and water Is particularly appreciated in 

telecommunications. In Europe, polyurethane-enamelled wires are 

given a thermal rating of Ito0 C. In the u.a.a.. nylon-overcoated 

Polyurethane enamel coats are permitted for use at servioe temper- 
atures of 150° C. 

g# methane •»**»«*» **th improved tlimlng propri.. 

fho progress »ad« in general development teas led to the demand 

for severability at lower temperatures, nade with respect to 

other elements of the equipment. Originally, the Polyurethane 

wire enamel resulted fro» the reaction of a polyfunetional iso- 

cyanate with the hydroxyl groups of the hydroxyl polyester usad 

a« the reaction partner. Ir the thermal splitting process, there- 

füre, all urethane bonds vf split upi thus, the isocyanate 

originally used is disintegrated into small fractions, whioh have 

much higher volatility than the polyester remaining structurally 

intact to a large extent. Considerably improved solderability 

could be .achieved by replacing the ester groupings with urethane 

groupings as additional built-in sites of thermal splitting. 

Moreover, the enamel film so formed - a Polyurethane in its' 

purest form - allows a markedly higher enamelling speed than 
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the conventional nolyester basée, uretn.,n.s. m *u• to , u,r„ 

reducing the solder bath tempestare to less than ,?o° - the e 

Polyurethane enamels permit take-off 3Pfceda uP to 6ot m,min. ¡M 
more with ultra-thin wiWe. 

3« Prospect; 

In Ku ope an  h „ ,.A. the polyuretnane .^„^ ^^ ^ ^ 

Livurir * enanIelS aPPUetK The requlred cuant«>' of Polyurethane wire .„améis „m lnorease nlowly ^ at • 

general development of the electrónica industry continues. The 
sales of pure Polyurethane, „m i„orease at th(J expense of 

v,?'?;!'186' UrethanM- Por «""»l Jotróme componen« with 
very low therm] stability there are Polyurethane enamels for 
enamelled wires »Moh can b. tinned »t temperatures around 250° c 
but, unfortunately, do no longer show the mechanical, electrical 
ana dielectric properties desired. 

On the other hand, the demand of the electrical Industry for a 
self-fluxing wire enamel for „1res with relative^ high thermal 
ratings could be met by the development of special polyester 
lmides. which are dealt with m the section on motor wires. 

til. WIfiy KH*MEL3 FQH MOTORS 

1. Penerai 

Electrical equipment and machinery is expected to have a long 
service life during which it operates troublefree and at full 
capacity as wen as to be of th. least complicated and smallest 
deaign possible. These requirements lead to ever higher service 
temperatures, which in th. case of electrical machinery may be 
up to and above 200° C during a service life of many years. Apart 
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fro» the increased demands made upon the thermal „ting, of the 
««11«. wires, lloved mechanical. ,lmBtrlnl  „ d le° ^ 

properties as ..11 as high chemical resistance are required. J ly- 

po ::danpt rlde3-poiyester imides- >oi>°°*" -«• *-«. 2 

of .od.8• iz::zzi:zziLT arion to tMs vari^ ,„ „. increased th.rmal ratings up to about 240° C 
- in the cas. of polyimid. - th. old-..tab1i8h.d polyvinyl ao,t.l 
based enamels develop.* around 1940 ar. still „«„^ L«,f as 1 
oleoreslnous and .poxy .n„„ls. though to . ^u .xt.„1 oni,'7. 
..r   .r indict«, th. non-.xp.rt i. not th. only on. b..U0^ 

of Z£lT T     "Uallty f0r hU PUrpo" fro» "«. gr..t nu-b^ 
tlZlllr V °ff,r*d t0 hlB- '^h•^•f0^•• "» «~" — * the user, of wire .nam.!« .. ,.U a, th. ,Uctrl<!al lndu J 
reducing th« wide variety of in.Mt. ..*,. . ¿«austry ror 
reasonable •»»«.* I       ?! ® *nd efla81«"^ «irta to a r*aSonabl« extent ls quit# „^^^^ H 

f©r a universal wir« mn**mi  H» ..*.•* -,  ,. . aeraana iw wir« enamel be satisfied In th« near futur«! 

cussing th« various new developments marketed worldwide. 

Pelylffildes 

Thanks to its outstaying thermal rating up to appro*. f*o° e 
th« polyi.nlcle definitely is th« ideal polyaer fofI?!¡ !       ?' 
Nevertheless, this product ha* not «» V •««tla. 
rha, Ä .       / Pï-oaucç nas not yet been successful in findin» 
that extensive application as an «l«otrical inaul«* « fln<««S 
which would b« «xpected wh«n co«dJS^^-2f       ^ 
Th« stability or the enamel solution ^IM^TT ^^^ 

occur at roo* telature cause a n^"2l^2lL,ll,tal1 

solution and reduce the flexibility of th/ I 
f -lativ.ly strong acidity.  ïï^^-^i ^ 
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applied on equipment   in starni« 
of the material  i« staln^ss steel#  Fln,:i al  1S *" °bstac^ to na wld,r UJ/ 

lhe hiph  nr ice 

Although polyamide imid.« *~      . 

long.frm thermal ratin«    """'""e1* "»•» on account of their 

ioai, «laotrioal and dl.l.etn,. „_ r »"'"andine; 
«o.«ng mM.rU1 ln „ultl.00.t .naB'1

0
I(

PrOP!PtlM'  th*lr u» "* -,r- 
P.n-.d. Th. hi8h prie, ror th. ££?? T"* »»-»-Uri, „_ 

ZIT:erM"-D,ip1'* »» -iSr ZZTmmt of crtso1 
modlfl.d polya»id. l»id..   th. -T h,n,Ml1 """«• of th. 
"a.1. ar. notati, for «, .„Ml«»"!!0*'"' "**h •nM»1« °» »M» 

«*» on-io.! r..i,t«,0.. «.vTl'lu     ,    t"thP°U,Sh »•"•»•'•tur. 
oldM.t.b«rt.d polyvinyl .,.Ui..     * ' omtmtii'"' of th. 

Polynjrdantoln. off.r th. M,„tw. of M t 
«ood r,Bl.tMlc. t0 J^,^ «""-«hrou.« f.p.muP.. 

°ontroUM through th. c.ta£.f^tr"**n",,U,d "1PM °" * 

*•«»... ...o-»«,!,,, ti* iM*!l "'jT'r*- ** »•«"««» 
»•Ml» r..oh.. . arltl0 Z"1" **• "»er« of «rcUnkl», 
«»od oo.p.tibu«, rt»h otiTi^i. ""'" °f "' ~"««"y 
oft« ,o»t,lnwl ln wlp, J^*-»« °-^»".. Poiyhwmom u 

••••"• not M dMlgnaUd. 

)ly.»t.r «-<1t 1mlll,     „,„_ .     w 
 -•""—*• nolr.iit.1. hr^rT,tn)n|| 

Tn' ^^Phthalic pol,„t.r,   -hlBh „   
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of applications, are offered at fairly reasonable prices. However, 

the materials have poor resistance to thermal shock. By incorpo- 

ration of, or combination with, compounds that contain imide 

groups, amde-imide groups and hydantoin groups it was possible to 

give the terephthalic polyesters improved thermal rating (thermal 

shock, cut-through temperature) without affecting their good shelf 

life and application properties. 

There is a great variety of modified polyester imide s. Thermal 

ratings vary between 155° C and 200° C. A favourable influence on 

hardness, bum-out resistance, cut-through temperature and thermal 

stability can be exerted by incorporation of crossi inking compounds« 

especially trls-(2-hydroxyethyl)isoe3ranurate (THSIC). For the time 

being, however* these improveu-ienta ©an only be obtained at the 

expense of flexibility, especially after thermal ageing. The flow 

properties of the polyester imidea are not yet satisfactory on 

the critical round wire diameters (« 0.22 and > l.§ a«) as well 
as on flat wire and strip, what has been pointed out on the poly* 

e iter imides is also roughly applicable to the polyester amide 

imides. The polyester hydantolns, which art a combination of 

tereptithalie polyester and polyhydantoin, have a thermal rating 

of about 190o C and show outstanding flow properties, even on the 

critical wire diameters, and very good flexibility after ageing at 

elevated temperatures. However« their out-through temperature Is 

lower than that of the polyester imides modified with THEIC. 

The demand in motor construction for a wire enamelled with a 

self-fluxing wire enamel and having a high thermal rating led to 

the development of polyester imide enamels with thermal ratings 

of 130° C to 190° C, which are aolderable at temperatures above 

*50ô C. 

Multi-coat enamelling 

Apart from the above mentioned possibility of improving the pro- 

perties by modification of the chemical structure and combination 
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of different  materials,   in the enamel solution,  the  same effect 
can also be obtained in  the enamelling process by applying several 
enamel  coats  consisting of different enamel bases.   In practice, 
the material normally chosen for the base coat  is a  terephthalic 
polyester or a polyester imide. The mechanical  strength or the 
thermal and electrical  properties  can be improved by overcoating 
with polyethylene  terephthalates or polyamide  imides. 

2« Ratmirements 

Por safety reasons,  the electrical  industry has »ad# very exacting 
d«»ands upon wire «nam«"!®, and tho  properties of these material© 
are often utilised to the very limit. Even under severe con- 
ditions like these, the troublefrea operation of a machine or the 
function of an appliance must be ensured at all costs. This 
•xplains the necessity for very thorough testing, even of the raw 
materials to be used in tht formulation of sueh enamels, as well 
as the fact that only stich materials can be used as have provea 
their suitability. 

Since inertaaini development has in the last few years resulted 
in the eonsidarablc extension ©f the range of demands mad« upon 
wire enamels and enamelled wires» an ever greater outlay on 
measuring and testing facilities has been required. 

Tim rough handling of enamelled wir*s on winding machines calls 
for adäquate hardness and high abrasion resistance of the enamel 
fil» as well as for good flexibility, i.e. good adhesion to Ihm 
conductor coupled with adequate film elongation. Th* low friction 
of the wired enamol as demanded for the winding process la pri- 
marily governed by selection of the right lubricant. Regardless 
of whether winding is followed by an impregnation or trickling 
process, the enamal film should be resistant to solvents or genoral 
chemical reagents.  This is particularly true for testing on 
suitability in the construction of refrigerating equipment. Her« 
the wires come in direct contact with the refrigerant. The 
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manufacturers of refrigerating equipment make particularly high 
demands,  because this contact with the fluorinated/chlorinated 
aliphatic hydrocarbons,  some of which are highly aggressive,  and 
with the oil  of the refrigerating unit takes place at elevated 
temperatures and under pressure. 

In testing the electrical data of electrical machines, emphasis is 
placed on the breakdown voltage at room temperature and the temper- 
ature limit of the particular class of thermal ratings. Th« dissi- 
pation factor should be Invariably low over a wide range of tempér- 
atures. 

Naturally, the thermal data are of the greatest Interest where 
thermal ratings above 155° C are referred to. Thermal ratings are 
determined by ageing twisted specimens of enamelled wires at » 
different temperatures in air, noting the failure of the insulation 
under a specified test voltage. There is a linear time/temperature 
relationship between the logarithm of the average life of the test 
specimen and the reciprocai of the absolute temperature, thds 
relationship permitting extrapolation of substantially longer 
periods at lower temperatures. 

The out-through temperature of an enamelled wire is that temper- 
ature et whioh the enamel film softens to an extent at which it 
will sag under defined conditions, causing a short-circuit. 

the thermal shock describes a complex behaviour of the enamelled 
wire sieved after mechanical exposure by winding round a mandrel of 
specified diameter. The parameters to be tested are the flexibility 
and adhesion of the enamel film under thermal and eeohanioal load. 

Finally, enamelled wires are required to have gc^d burn-out or 
overload resi stance. This property is understood to be the re- 
sistance of the insulating capacity of an enamel coat to the 
thermal effect of a heavy current. 
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These  thernal properties alone d0 not stand for the s.rvic..bUitv 

„ ; li a:°t0r-  "thOUgh belng O•«»*"»...  they are no,it" 

-. or.    „„ion m..t. t„. inched requirem.„ts of today, 
have th. property dat. .ho«, in oolmB , of tn, UbU £ £ 
property pattern. of so», of the „ire ««.,, or «..„J"• 
wire. dl.cua.ed are included for compari,«,. 
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IV.   CONCLUSIONS  AND OUTLOOK 

On the basis  of the  information reported,   the question about whether 
there is  a universal wire enamel  can be clearly answered  in  the 
negative.  Even the desire for getting along with  two  enamel  system, 
in the sectors of electronics and motor construction,  which comes 
very close to the ideal situation,  appears to remain a wish-dream 
into the near future. Although there  is a trend toward wire enamels 
for electronic equipment being exclusively based on polyurethane 
materials,  selection of the right enamel for motor wires will 
continue to be difficult. The demands made upon enamelled wires 
are highly differentiated depending on the end-use.  As for thermal 
ratings,  for instance, users still require a level of 1550 c in 
the majority of cases. The rating of l8o° C, though desired for 
propaganda reasons,  is not yet a must under tecimical aspects. 
Thus, the users of wire enamels will notice any increase in thermal 
ratings with great interest, unless it is accompanied by major 
reductions of other properties, but hardly honour it by paying 
higher pr.ces. 

It especially is the group of compounds modified by incorporation 
of, or combination with,  Imide,  amide-lmlde and hydantoin groups 
which appear to be Increasingly accepted. The properties of the 
polyvinylacetal wire enamels have become inadequate especially in 
high-speed motors such as used In household machines and portable 
machine tools as well as in motors used in the construction of 
refrigerating equipment.    Since,  in addition, the prices of these 
modified polyesters have been subject to heavy cuts, sales 
can be expected to Increase at the expense of the polyvinyl acetáis 
and, of course,  particularly at the expense of the oleoresinous 
and epoxy enamels. In Great Britain,  for example,  a sales increase 
from 15 %  (1970) to 35 %   by 1973 is foreseen for these resins 
while sales for polyvinyl acetáis, oleoresinous enamels and other 
wire enamels are expected to decrease from 65 % to 30 %. Likewise 
a sales increase from 20 % to 35 # is expected for polyurethane 
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enamels. In the U.S.A. modified polyesters account for over 45 0 

of the total consumption of wire enamels while consumption of 

polyvinylacetal enamels has dropped to below 15 %. 

Where the use of enamelled wires with even higher thermal ratings 

is indispensable, such as in automotive starter coils, an increasing 

use of wires enamelled with multi-coat systems is noticed. In this 

connection emphasis should be placed on the modified polyester 
resins overcoated with polyamide imides. 

It especially is in view of future Immission legislation that 

water-based dispersions or solutions have regained significane«. 

There has been growing interest in the acrylic polymer dispersion« 

which were, in fact, developed in th« early sixties. New coating 

»«thods, which have been accepted in the paint sector at largs, 

sueh as eleotrodeposition and eleetric powder spraying, ars being 
dismissed, and attempts are bslng made to adopt these new 

application teohniques in wir« «namsHing. However, th« raw 

materials offered for general paints are far from meeting the 

stringent requirements of wire enamelling. Although attempts art 

made to develop materials of adequate quality, there still is wide- 

spread uncertainty about whether the new machinery required for 

applying such materials will be constructed and Installed. On th« 

other hand, continuation of the methods currently applitd In wir« 

enamelling will not violate Immission legislation if wast« gases 
are eliminated by simple after-burning. 
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